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Popularity systems, like Twitter retweets, Reddit upvotes, and Pinterest pins have the potential to guide people
toward posts that others liked. That, however, creates a feedback loop that reduces their informativeness:
items marked as more popular get more attention, so that additional upvotes and retweets may simply reflect
the increased attention and not independent information about the fraction of people that like the items. How
much information remains? For example, how confident can we be that more people prefer item A to item B if
item A had hundreds of upvotes on Reddit and item B had only a few? We investigate using an Internet game
called GuessTheKarma that collects independent preference judgments (N=20,674) for 400 pairs of images,
approximately 50 per pair. Unlike the rating systems that dominate social media services, GuessTheKarma is
devoid of social and ranking effects that influence ratings. Overall, Reddit scores were not very good predictors
of the true population preferences for items as measured by GuessTheKarma: the image with higher score
was preferred by a majority of independent raters only 68% of the time. However, when one image had a low
score and the other was one of the highest scoring in its subreddit, the higher scoring image was preferred
nearly 90% of the time by the majority of independent raters. Similarly, Imgur view counts for the images
were poor predictors except when there were orders of magnitude differences between the pairs. We conclude
that popularity systems marked by feedback loops may convey a strong signal about population preferences,
but only when comparing items that received vastly different popularity scores.
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People increasingly rely on social media as a major source of news, information, and entertainment.
Although social media platforms differ in the way that information is curated and delivered, user
ratings (e.g., likes, upvotes, pins) play a significant role in determining what is considered to be
popular or trending. Tasked with curating an ever-increasing amount of content, providers leverage
the collective ratings of the crowd, and measures of collective attention, to identify which content
to show users. Unfortunately, peer recommendation can result in irrational herding, where upvotes
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beget more upvotes and downvotes may cause comments or posts to go unnoticed by the crowd [16]
or where identical content receives widely different attention [8, 15].
Social recommendation systems are built on the assumption that collective opinions result in high
quality judgments, even better than the judgments of experts [28]. However, the so-called wisdom
of the crowd tends to work best when ratings are performed independently [14]. When ratings are
not performed independently, as in, for example, social media systems, social influence dynamics
such as herding [11, 21, 24], information cascades [6], and the ranking bias effect [17] significantly
bias individual judgment [18, 30]. Likewise, the way an item is described has a tremendous impact
on its popularity within a community [15, 29]. Because individuals’ perceptions of quality follow
the behavior of a group [13], the content made popular by online rating systems may be only
weakly correlated with its intrinsic quality [2, 3, 29].
Other results on modern social rating systems such as Facebook, Reddit, and Imgur [27] as
well as in online education systems [4] argue that the popularity of a post is a relatively strong
reflection of its intrinsic quality. Figueiredo et al, in a study somewhat analogous to ours, had mixed
results [7]. They asked 6-10 MTurk workers to pick which of two YouTube videos they preferred.
YouTube view counts were predictive of reported preferences when there was a clear consensus
among the Turkers. However, a large discrepancy in YouTube view counts for a pair of videos was
not predictive of whether there would be consensus: in other words, high popularity was not a
reliable indicator of consensus preference. So what do we make of these contradictory reports? Do
social influence dynamics fatally distort the relationship between measured popularity and true
preferences in social media?
It is easy to tell when something is popular: we simply count the number of views, votes, mentions,
etc. On the other hand, it is difficult (perhaps impossible) to determine the objective quality of some
content – perhaps no such thing exists [1]. Our goal is to remove the social influence dynamics
as well as the algorithmic and design biases that exist in most social rating systems and solicit
independent judgments in the absence of such factors – i.e., true preferences. We examine the
relationship between path-independent judgments of user preference and the respective path-
dependent popularity on live social rating systems. Similar outcomes would be evidence that social
rating systems promote the content that users collectively prefer. Dissimilar outcomes would be
evidence to the contrary.
Methods to solicit ratings from social media users vary significantly. For instance, online pur-
chases and ride-sharing interactions are often measured on a scale from 0 to 5-stars; however,
comparing judgments across items and users can be problematic because each person has a different
idea of what constitutes a 5-star rating [19]. To relieve this so-called calibration problem, many
social surveys ask users to pick the better of a pair of items or the ‘best’ out of a handful of options.
People who care more about an item, positively or negatively, will be more drawn to rating it. This
creates a selection bias. At the extreme of selection bias, popularity estimates can be manipulated
by actively recruiting participants to rate particular items. Selection bias can be reduced by having
the system assign things for people to rate rather than letting people choose for themselves [25].
While assigning items to raters reduces opportunities for deliberate manipulation or inadvertent
selection bias, it may reduce motivation for people to participate. It also does nothing to provide
incentives for effort in evaluating items or honest reporting of answers. Games have been developed
that randomly pair two users and award points if they both pick the same object as the ‘best’ [12, 31].
This motivates participation because of the challenge and collaboration involved and encourages
users to take the task seriously because they are only awarded points if they choose accurately.
Unfortunately, simply rewarding users for matching responses of others creates an incentive to
report "focal points" that may not be very informative; if you suspect that others are unlikely to
notice a detail about an item, you have an incentive not to base your rating on that detail. Peer
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prediction techniques respond to this problem by converting people’s ratings into predictions about
the distribution of ratings that peers will provide and awarding points based on the match of that
implied distribution to actual peer ratings rather than based on simply matching the reports [20]
or by rewarding matches on individual ratings but penalizing for blind agreement across items [5].
Another approach to encourage honest reporting is the Bayesian Truth Serum (BTS): each user
is asked to report their own rating and to predict the ratings of others concurrently; a scoring
rule awards points in a way that rewards honest reporting of both values [22]. These surveys
have been shown to return high-quality ratings [26]. A study comparing product ratings collected
traditionally versus using a BTS approach found that the BTS-ratings converged to the traditional
ratings but did so faster and with far less variance than the traditional survey [9].
In the present work we introduce and present the results of an Internet game called Guess-
TheKarma that asked users to select, from a pair of images, which they personally prefer and to
guess which image had received more votes when previously posted in an image-based subreddit
on Reddit. The personal preference reports provide a proxy for the groundtruth popularity, the
aggregate preference of all potential viewers. To prevent selection effects, the system chose pairs
to present rather than allowing users to choose. We did not use a Peer Prediction or BTS scoring
system to incentivize honest reporting because we lacked the mechanism to solicit peer ratings. The
primary role of asking users to predict which image scored best on Reddit was to make participation
fun; once they were participating, players had no reason not to honestly report which images they
preferred.
We use the groundtruth determined by the GuessTheKarma player’s reported preferences to
assess the informativeness of other available popularity measures based on self-selected raters and
user attention. One such popularity measure is the Reddit vote-score, essentially the number of
upvotes minus the number of downvotes an item received from Reddit users. The score of a post on
Reddit can be influenced by many factors other than the population’s true preference for the item.
A post’s submission time, the number of early votes, its relative position, the subreddit to which
it is submitted, and other factors are all important in determining a post’s fate. GuessTheKarma
eliminates these social, visual, and algorithmic biases and instead asks human judges to focus solely
on comparing the content of the paired images.
A second, more passive, measure of popularity is viewership. Many images posted to Reddit are
hosted on Imgur, which reports viewership statistics of each hosted image. We can employ Imgur
viewership statistics as another popularity predictor. Because of its algorithmic and presentation
design choices, Imgur is likely to have different types of socio-technical biases, which can provide
a different perspective on the same content.
The goal of this work is to assess the ability of social media popularity metrics to highlight
informative or interesting content. This assessment is performed by using the results of the Guess-
TheKarma game as groundtruth for content preference, and treating the social media outcomes, i.e.,
Imgur views and Reddit scores, as predictors which come from a live, influence-rich environment.
Prediction accuracy can then be measured against the GuessTheKarma groundtruth and used as
evidence of the ability of social media platforms to identify preferred content.
Our results show that Reddit scores and Imgur views are surprisingly poor predictors of user
preference. Each image pair was evaluated by about 50 GuessTheKarma players. The image with
a higher Reddit score or more Imgur views was preferred by the majority of the players around
two-thirds of the time. Conversely, GuessTheKarma players were able to predict which image was
preferred only about 60% of the time, and self-reported Reddit-powerusers were no better than
non-users. Additional analyses investigated the effect of player agreement and subreddit size. From
this analysis we were able to distill circumstances that resulted in good predictive performance.
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Fig. 1. Example of a single round of GuessTheKarma with main design aspects highlighted wherein the
change in survey question after a selection is made is illustrated after “— Click —”.
In summary, our contributions are two-fold:
(1) GuessTheKarma, a game-like survey tool that can be used to explore the performance of
social rating systems, and
(2) Analysis of whether Reddit vote-scores and Imgur view-counts are predictors of the true
majority opinion, when that opinion is gathered without social influence.
1 METHODOLOGY
1.1 GuessTheKarma Design
GuessTheKarma is a single-player online game that asks players which of a pair of image-posts
they prefer, i.e., find more interesting or informative. The game is straightforward: immediately
upon entering the Web page, the player is randomly assigned one of eight subreddits (r/aww, r/pics,
r/funny, r/OldSchoolCool, /r/photocritique, /r/CrappyDesign, /r/itookapicture, or /r/EarthPorn)
from which images will be selected. For example, if the subreddit /r/funny is selected, then all
images in the game would be drawn from image-posts submitted to /r/funny. Then, without further
instruction, each player is presented with two image-posts and the survey question(s). Figure 1
illustrates a single round of the game, wherein the survey-text changes when a player makes a
choice, denoted by – Click –. These eight subreddits were chosen because they primarily host
images and because their subscriber count, i.e., viewership, varies from very large to very small.
Previous work has found that post titles have a dramatic effect on the final popularity of Reddit
images [15]. The post title is integral to the content of the post, so we include it above the image.
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The player may choose a different subreddit manually at anytime but, if that occurs, the game will
restart using the new subreddit.
Upon making their selection(s), the final scores of both posts are displayed (i.e., the number of
upvotes minus the number of downvotes received), the area around the decision-buttons turns
green, and the button-text changes to “Correct!” if the player guesses correctly. If the player guesses
incorrectly, the area around the decision-buttons turns red and the button-text changes to “Wrong!”.
Figure 1 illustrates the result of an incorrect choice.
After displaying the score totals for 3 seconds, the game automatically progresses to the next pair
of images. The counter at the top of the page increments with every selection until 10 image-pairs
have been judged by the player. At any time the user may manually select a different subreddit,
but this restarts the game. Partially completed games are not recorded. After the final image-pair,
but before we showed a player their accuracy, we asked each player to answer a short usage
questionnaire shown in Tab. 2
There is an important distinction between asking “what do you prefer?” and asking “what do
you think others prefer?” Hacker and Von Ahn compare this distinction to the problem of election
polling [12], where a similar distinction exists in the questions: “who will you vote for?” versus
“who do you think will win?” respectively. It is unclear which question better elicits information
about an image post but a study on political polling showed that asking voters who they think
will win, rather than who they will vote for, is a better predictor of the actual election winner [23].
Nevertheless, the goal of this work is to assess how well social media systems aggregate ratings
from social media users, so we use the preference question to formulate a groundtruth of user
preferences. In our study, the prediction question served mainly to motivate participation: it was
challenging and fun to try to predict which image got more votes on Reddit.
Despite the wording of the prediction-judgment survey question, which was chosen based on
feedback from beta-testers of the game, we judge correctness based on the score of the post not the
number of upvotes. Unfortunately, it is impossible to know the actual number of upvotes on any
Reddit post through Reddit’s API. We chose to use the word “upvote” instead of “score” because 1)
asking for the number of upvotes is more clear – many game players do not understand the details
of how the score of a post is calculated, and 2) there is little distinction anyways – the post with
the most upvotes will normally also have the higher score.
We collected image-posts for each subreddit from the Reddit BigQuery dataset1, which contained
posts submitted between January 1, 2008 and August 31, 2015. Rather than randomly pairing images,
we separated image posts into very high-scoring (VH), high-scoring (H), medium-scoring (M),
and low-scoring (L) bins, which correspond to posts with a final score > 95%, between 75-95%,
50-75%, and < 50% of all posts within their respective subreddits. Then, when we created the sets of
image-pairs to display to players, we randomly sampled image-pairs from 6 bin-pair-permutations
to create games using only VH–VH, H–H, VH–H, H–M, H–L, and VH–L pairings. Images were
placed on the left or right randomly. Reposts of the same image and post-title are possible resulting
in different scores for the same data. In these cases, we select the highest scoring post.
Of the 42 possible combinations, we purposely limited the image pairings to those that contained
at least one high- or very high-scoring image. In beta-tests, players complained that L–L, M–L, etc.
pairings were too difficult and unfair. These complaints were reasonable; an image-pair with a score
of 5 versus 4 is essentially a toss up. Furthermore, the goal of the game is to assess whether those
images which became popular on social media match a path-independent groundtruth based on
GuessTheKarma’s survey of user preference. We used 400 total combinations of 325 image-posts and
added safeguards to the survey so that a player does not see the same image-pair twice. Limiting the
1Available at https://bigquery.cloud.google.com/dataset/fh-bigquery:reddit_posts
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Table 1. Guess The Karma Dataset.
Subreddit # Judgements # Image Pairs # Images
/r/funny 3,090 50 42
/r/OldSchoolCool 3,460 50 42
/r/aww 3,334 50 41
/r/pics 3,280 50 42
/r/photocritique 1,130 50 42
/r/CrappyDesign 1,726 50 35
/r/itookapicture 3,170 50 42
/r/EarthPorn 1,484 50 39
Total 20,674 400 325
Table 2. Summary of the responses to the Reddit usage questionnaire.
Question Distribution of Responses
Describe your level of Reddit use Heavy Casual Don’t use Reddit
1294 (59.9%) 724 (33.5%) 144 (6.7%)
How long have you used Reddit? Over a year 0-12 months Don’t use Reddit
1815 (84.0%) 202 (9.3%) 145 (6.7%)
Do you pay attention to r/x? Yes No Don’t use Reddit
606 (28.0%) 1227 (56.8%) 329 (15.2%)
Do you vote on posts? Yes No Don’t use Reddit
1371 (63.4%) 643 (29.7%) 148 (6.8%)
Do you vote on posts in reddit.com/r/new? Yes No Don’t use Reddit
279 (12.9%) 1674 (77.4%) 209 (9.7%)
number of image-posts resulted in each pair receiving judgments from multiple players. Multiple
judgments on the same image-pair permit an assessment using a crowd-sourced majority-opinion –
our groundtruth.
The GuessTheKarma methodology was approved by the University of Notre Dame’s Institutional
Review Board (#17-06-3941).
1.2 Data Collection
On February 29, 2017, we opened the Web site and recruited players. We recruited game players
via posts to Reddit, Digg, Twitter, and various other social networks. It is difficult to determine
precisely, but we estimate that the majority of the players arrived via Reddit. By March 7, 2017,
2,660 people had played the game and provided 20,674 preference judgments. We only recorded
votes after the player made judgments for all 10 pairs. Table 1 shows the distribution of judgments
and distinct images used across subreddits. Of the 2,660 total players, 2,083 (78.3%) completed the
usage questionnaire at the end of the survey. Their responses are displayed in Table 2.
Sampling bias is a fundamental limitation of many Web-based studies; GuessTheKarma is no
exception. We attempted to limit this issue by directly recruiting participants from Reddit (rather
thanMechanical Turk) but our particular sample of users may not be completely representative of all
social media users or all persons. For example, many of our participants came from a post submitted
to the /r/webGames subreddit, but it is unclear how the demographics of the /r/webGames subreddit
reflect the general demographics on Reddit or the demographics of the users of the image-subreddits
used to populate the games.
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1.3 Analysis
In this section, we outline how we compare accuracy of real-world, socially-aggregated outcomes
(Reddit vote-scores and Imgur view-counts) against GuessTheKarma preferences. The Guess-
TheKarma outcome of an image-pair is measured by the majority preference of GuessTheKarma
players. As discussed earlier, we view the majority preference as a kind of unbiased groundtruth to
which other outcomes are compared. Before we examine accuracy against the groundtruth measure,
we first examine the agreement among the GuessTheKarma players.
We use Fleiss’ Kappa (κ) to measure the agreement of judgments for an image-pair where 1 is
complete agreement and 0 is agreement indistinguishable from random. Negativeκ scores, therefore,
can be interpreted as being worse than random agreement.
Next, we examine the overall accuracy of our two predictors. First, we want to know: how
accurately do social aggregators like Reddit and Imgur predict the majority opinions of “the crowd”?
These predictors rely on judgments collected from an environment with social influence effects,
as well as rank, design, and other algorithmic-biases; poor prediction accuracy may therefore be
attributed to the presence of these biases. We compare the accuracy and 95% confidence intervals for
each predictor and perform tests of statistical significance. We also look for correlations between the
predictor accuracy and groundtruth agreement, the choice of subreddit, the Reddit-score-percentile
differences within image-pairs, and player expertise.
Agreement Effect Accuracy may be affected by the level of agreement for the pair of image-posts.
We hypothesize that image-pairs with complete agreement (κ = 1) would be easier to predict than
those with low (κ ≈ 0) agreement. To answer this question, we plot the accuracy of each image-pair
as a function of their agreement. We then perform statistical tests to analyze what correlation, if
any, exists.
Subreddit Effect The choice of subreddit may also affect the accuracy of popularity predictions.
Across the eight subreddits, the size of the community, i.e., the number of subscribers to the
subreddit, varies widely; for example, as of February 23, 2017, /r/pics had 18.4 million subscribers
while /r/photocritique had only 36 thousand subscribers. The /r/photocritique, /r/CrappyDesign,
/r/itookapicture, and /r/EarthPorn subreddits also have a much narrower focus for the images
submitted than r/aww, r/pics, r/funny, or r/OldSchoolCool. We compare the accuracy of platform
predictors for each subreddit.
Image-pair Score Balance Recall that images were labeled as being VH, H, M, and L scoring
based on their subreddit-conditioned score percentile. Images were purposefully paired according
to their labels. We call image-pairs comprised of similar scoring posts balanced, and image-pairs
with dissimilar scores unbalanced. We expect that it is easier to predict the correct image from an
unbalanced image-pairing (i.e., where one image received far more attention than the other), than
from a balanced image-pair (where the two images receive about the same amount of attention).
We test this hypothesis by plotting platform accuracy with respect to the score difference of the
image-pair.
Data, the GuessTheKarma source code, and the complete statistical analysis scripts are available
online at https://github.com/nddsg/GTK-paper.
2 RESULTS
First, we examine the overall accuracy of our platform predictors against the majority preference of
the GuessTheKarma players. Accuracy is measured by comparing the predictor choice, i.e., which
post received the higher Reddit-score or more Imgur-views, against the GuessTheKarma majority
preference.
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Fig. 2. Accuracy of predictor as a function of agreement (κ), with logistic regression lines plotted. R2 and
p-values are listed below each title. Results are 0 or 1 but jitter is added to the y-axis for a more comprehensive
illustration.
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Fig. 3. Accuracy for each subreddit as a function of the number of subscribers. Linear regression lines are
plotted with R2 and p-values below the titles. Accuracy is negatively correlated with subreddit size (p < 0.05).
The score of Reddit posts and the number of views on Imgur was highly correlated (R2 = 0.80,
p < 0.001); of the 400 image-pairs in our data set, the image with the higher Imgur-popularity
matched the post with the higher Reddit score 86.3% of the time. Thus, the informativeness of both
measures was similar.
We report 95% confidence intervals around the accuracy estimates. Reddit vote-scores and Imgur
view-counts had accuracies of 68.0% ± 4.6% and 64.7% ± 4.7%, respectively.
Agreement Effect Here we analyze the effect of agreement on the accuracy of each predictor. We
measured agreement among GuessTheKarma players by the Fleiss κ score. We plot the accuracy
as a function of the agreement in Fig. 2 along with a logistic regression line and its associated
coefficient of determination and p-value. We find a weak, but statistically significant correlation;
accuracy of the platform predictor as indicator of majority vote of the GuessTheKarma players
increases from about 60% in the low agreement range to about 75% in the high agreement range.
Subreddit Effect Next, we examine whether the accuracy of our predictors is affected by the
choice of subreddit. Figure 3 shows that accuracy did vary by subreddit. It appears to be negatively
correlated with size of the subreddits. The effect is statistically significant (p < 0.05) but with so
few subreddits we should be wary of reading too much into this correlation.
Image-pair Score Balance Here we compare platform accuracy with respect to the image-pair’s
score balance. We expect that if an image-pair is severely unbalanced (e.g., VH-L), then it is more
likely that the groundtruth preference of GuessTheKarma players is aligned in favor of the VH
post. Figure 4 shows the accuracy of the platform predictors according to their pairing balance. As
expected, image-pairs with the largest imbalance resulted in significantly higher accuracy from the
Reddit predictor (p < 0.05) than the pairs where both images were very high-scoring.
Our primary concern with the previous image-pair balance analysis is that image scores within
labels are not compared. So we instead compare our platform predictor as a function of the difference
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Fig. 4. Accuracy for each pairing type ordered left to right by the size of score differentials. The distribution
of image-pairs within each pairing type are plotted on bottom.
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Fig. 5. Correctness of prediction for each image-pair plotted by the Reddit score-percentile difference (∆)
with logistic regression lines plotted. Accuracy is weakly, positively correlated with Reddit score-percentile
difference. R2 and p-values are listed below each title. Results are 0 or 1 but jitter is added to the y-axis for a
more comprehensive illustration.
between the images’ score-percentiles. For example, given a pair composed of images A and B,
where A has a higher score than B; if A has a score that is higher than 95% of the other images
in the subreddit (i.e., a score-percentile of 95%), and B has a score-percentile of 60%, then the
score-percentile ∆ is 95% - 60% = 35%. The score-percentile ∆ is therefore a more fine-grained
measure of the balance of an image-pair.
Figure 5 shows that the score-percentile ∆ of an image pair is significantly (p < 0.05) correlated
with accuracy for both predictors. This indicates, as expected, that image-pairs that received similar
amounts of attention are more difficult to predict than unbalanced image-pairs. Further, we see that
once the balance ratio reaches a threshold of 60%, the platform predictors were able to accurately
predict the images that the majority of our respondents preferred.
The image-pair balance results show that Reddit and to a lesser extent Imgur are able to accurately
make binary predictions of user preference, but only when the image-pairs are severely unbalanced.
It is important to note that most of the image-pairs are concentrated within the lower range of
score-percentile ∆, i.e., when the score-percentile ∆ is less than 20%. Overall, the predictive ability
of these social platforms seems to be limited to only a few rare instances.
2.1 Individual Player Ratings
The previous analysis and results determined how accurately Reddit vote-scores and Imgur view-
counts predict the majority preferences of GuessTheKarma players. The majority preferences were
used as the groundtruth because they were collected without social influence and algorithmic-bias
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Fig. 6. Response time (seconds) for correct and incorrect player predictions. Distributions are not significantly
different (p = 0.419).
effects that are often found in social media systems. Next we analyzed how well individual players
predict the platform outcome. The results of this task were only slightly better than random guess:
personal preference accuracy was 54.0% with a 95% confidence interval of ± 0.8% and the player
prediction accuracy was 60.6% ± 0.6%. We again emphasize that the player accuracy is measured
differently than in the previous groundtruth analysis. Here, we measure the player accuracy as
their individual ability to predict the winning image from Reddit scores or Imgur view-counts.
Expertise Effect Do those who use Reddit frequently perform better than those who use Reddit
casually or not at all? To answer this question we performed a battery of correlation and statistical
tests comparing the accuracies of players grouped by their questionnaire responses. We used the
one-tailed two valued t-test; for each question, the null hypothesis is that players who self report
that they do not use Reddit have the same accuracy as those who answer otherwise. For example,
we compare the accuracy distributions of players who self-reported heavy Reddit usage to those
that do not use Reddit at all, and those who use Reddit casually to those that do not use Reddit at
all, and likewise for the four other questions. We also performed the one-tailed two valued t-test
where, for each question, the alternate hypothesis was that players who indicated heavy use had
higher accuracy as players that indicated casual use.
There are three responses for each of five questions, resulting in dozens of statistical comparisons.
Here we also employed Bonferroni correction to mitigate problems that arise when performing
multiple statistical comparisons. No statistically significant correlations were found. In particular
no difference was observed between the accuracy of users who were active within a subreddit (even
a small subreddit) and non-users with mean accuracies of 62.8% ± 4.2 and 63.5% ± 2.6, respectively.
Next we ask: do self-reported powerusers, i.e., those that indicated frequent Reddit use on all
survey questions, perform better than non-powerusers? To answer this question we again use
the one-tailed two value t-test with Bonferroni correction to correct for the multiple tests. We
considered two null hypotheses: 1) that powerusers have the same accuracy as non-powerusers,
and 2) that powerusers have the same accuracy as those players who do not use Reddit, i.e., players
who answered “Don’t use Reddit” to all questions. We also repeat this analysis for powerusers that
answered Yes or No to the subreddit-use survey question.
Of the players who completed the survey, only 174 qualified to be called powerusers. Within
this set of powerusers, 60 also reported that they use the subreddit from which their image-pairs
were drawn. No statistically significant differences were found. Overall, we see no evidence of
an expertise effect, lending confidence to our inclusion of raters who were unfamiliar with the
particular subreddits.
Effort Effect Finally, we consider response times (delays between when a player is shown an
image-pair and when they made a selection) as a proxy for player effort. We compare the response
time distributions for correct and incorrect judgments to determine if incorrect judgments are
correlated with player effort as measured by player response time.
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Using the two valued two-tailed t-test, we found that the response time distributions were similar
for correct and incorrect predictions (p = 0.419 with means of 22 and 26 seconds, respectively).
Moreover, player response times, organized into one-second-sized bins and shown in Fig. 6 were
not significantly correlated with prediction accuracy (R2 = 0.18, p = 0.572). Overall we find that
there is little effect of player effort on prediction accuracy.
3 DISCUSSION
Several methods of analysis were performed. Altogether, the totality of the results leads us to
conclude that, except in specific circumstances where image-pairs are highly unbalanced and
players are in strong agreement, Reddit vote-scores and Imgur view-counts are relatively poor
predictors of user preference.
Our results are consistent with the finding of Salganik, Dodds, and Watts, in their study of
artificial cultural markets [24]. They simulated a music marketplace with social influence feedback
loops; songs were shown in sorted order based on previous downloads. They ran eight versions
of the marketplace, and one with random ordering to avoid social influence and thus measure
true population preference. They found that the truly most preferred songs in the independent
information condition rarely fell to the bottom and that the truly least preferred songs rarely stayed
at the top but beyond that the ordering in any of the marketplaces was unpredictable from the true
popularity. This matches our finding that GuessTheKarma players generally preferred a very high
scoring image over a paired low scoring image.
Our results are only partially consistent with those of Stoddard [27]. He concluded that vote
counts in several subreddits were quite informative for items that got at least a few votes, whereas
we find that they are only good at distinguishing the highest scoring from the lowest. Stoddard’s
method was to fit a Poisson model, then infer an underlying quality attribute of each item as a
prediction of its votes. In the absence of ground truth values, however, it is not clear how good the
model fit has to be in order to conclude that the social media vote counts are informative about
user preferences.
Our results also differ somewhat from those of Figueiredo et al [7]. Their findings for YouTube
suggested that a huge difference in views was not a reliable indicator of consensus preference
for one video over another. By contrast, we find that a huge difference in Reddit score or Imgur
views is predictive of the majority’s true preference (Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 7). It’s not clear why
the results differ. While our game attempts to make voluntary participation more attractive, the
structure of the task itself was similar between our studies: subjects offered an opinion about which
of a pair of items they preferred. One possible explanation of the different results is that there
are algorithmic and design differences between YouTube and Reddit, with extreme differences in
popularity of scores for images on Reddit being more informative of popular opinion. Another
possibility is differences in the items being evaluated: there may be taste variation for the YouTube
videos assessed, such that topical preferences outweighed any assessment of production quality.
By contrast, even though some people may prefer cat images to dog images, it may be that most
people appreciate any really high quality image. This is a clear avenue for additional research.
Additionally, Figueiredo et al also found that, contingent on one video being strongly preferred
over another, the preferred one almost always had more views. Our results show a similar finding
for κ ≥ .40, with the added complication that only 10% of the image-pairs had an agreement larger
than 0.40. Even then, near perfect agreement still resulted in incorrect predictions some of the time.
These findings are illustrated in Figure 7, which plots the score-percentile ∆ as a function of the
agreement level with correct and incorrect predictions in green ◦ and red □, respectively.
The Reddit scores, it seems, provide a very useful signal for the casual users who only look at
the top few images in a subreddit. They are reliably better (i.e., preferred by more people) than low
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Fig. 7. Reddit score-percentile ∆ of image-pairs as a function of groundtruth agreement (κ). Pairs for which
Reddit vote-scores correctly predicted themajority opinion are denoted with green ◦with incorrect predictions
represented with red □.
scoring images. Differences within the top quartile of scores, however, are not meaningful. This
suggests two potential design implications. First, if score differences between adjacent posts are
not meaningful, it might be better not to show them at all. Second, it might be valuable to partially
randomize the order so as to dampen social influence effects.
We found that image-pairs sourced from smaller subreddits were better predictors of Guess-
TheKarmamajority vote than image-pairs sourced from larger subreddits. One plausible explanation
is that, because of their size and the large volume of posts, large subreddits are more prone to
algorithmic and social biases. Larger subreddits rely heavily on Reddit’s algorithm to surface the
most informative or interesting posts. This may create a ranking bias effect. A post that garnered
few votes and little attention within a large subreddit will be crowded out by more popular posts
and is not likely to be seen by many users. However, in a small subreddit with little volume or
competition, ranking bias will have a far smaller effect. In addition, larger subreddits’ posts are
more frequently included on Reddit’s frontpage, which may create a strong herding effect. Further
study is needed to thoroughly understand the relationship between the size of an online community
and its ability to solicit user preferences.
One should interpret the findings and design recommendations with some caution. First, while
we had many pairs of images with similar Reddit scores, we had few pairs with very different
Reddit scores, the VH-L and H-L combinations. In a larger sample of image pairs, the correlation of
Reddit score difference with true population preference might not hold up. Second, our ground
truth proxy from the GuessTheKarma players may not always reflect the true preference of the
majority of readers of the particular subreddits. We tried to recruit Redditors, but many of them
came from a games subreddit. We deliberately chose image subreddits where specialized knowledge
was not important, but our players’ tastes may not have matched readers of the image subreddits. In
addition, game players judged images months, sometimes years, after they were originally posted
on Reddit. Tastes could have changed in the interim; this seems unlikely for dog and cat pictures,
but might be the case in, say, /r/CrappyDesign. Third, it is possible that a user disregards the post
image and title and instead perceives quality from the social engagement of the comment section.
However, recent reports suggest that a post is rarely up/down-voted after reading the comments
section [10].
A critical feature of GuessTheKarma as a method of collecting data is that the game had to be
fun in order to attract voluntary participation. We think two things made this game fun. First, the
challenge level was just right, neither too easy nor too hard. Indeed, in pilot tests people complained
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about some pairs that were too hard to judge, and these turned out to be pairs where both were
in the bottom half of Reddit scores. Once we removed L-L comparisons, we got fewer complaints.
Second, the images were generally interesting or entertaining to look at. A nice side effect of
eliminating the L-L comparisons was that at least one of every pair had received many upvotes and
thus was probably not terrible. Thus, participating in the game was in part a discovery activity
comparable to browsing one of the image subreddits.
This, however, suggests an important limitation of GuessTheKarma as a data collector. It may
work only for pairs of items that are a) interesting to interact with in their own right, and b)
somewhat but not too challenging to guess the popular score for. If the information signal from a
social popularity metric is too low, then trying to guess the metric will be too challenging, and
people won’t participate. If the information signal from a social popularity metric is too high,
then trying to guess the metric will be too easy, and people won’t participate. Thus, our finding
that the Reddit scores provide only coarse-grained information but not fine-grained information
about true popularity may be the only state of the world where we could have gathered data using
GuessTheKarma. If, in fact, Reddit scores provided fine-grained information or no information at
all, we might not have been able to attract participants to play the game voluntarily.
It is important to note that the predictions collected in the experiment described above are binary
predictions; participants either chose image A or image B as their preference. As a result, a player’s
confidence in their choice is not indicated in their judgment. Future work on this task should
explore alternative designs that allow more information to be collected from players. These designs
would allow players to include a degree of confidence in their choices, to estimate the difference
between image scores, or to “pass” on image-pairs that they are not confident in. Future designs
might also be adapted to solicit a measure of quality to allow direct comparisons between quality
and popularity. Finally, it may be possible to allow players to win small cash prizes and even wager
their earnings to increase their reward.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this workwe presented GuessTheKarma, a survey tool that can be used to explore the performance
of social rating systems, and an analysis of two social media rating systems, Reddit votes and Imgur
views. Through its tournament style setup, the GuessTheKarma game removed many of the social
influence effects and algorithmic, design, and ranking biases, that have been previously reported in
social rating systems research. Therefore, discrepancies between GuessTheKarma-judgments and
Reddit scores (or Imgur view counts) can be primarily explained by the presence of socio-technical
influence dynamics in the the Reddit scores and Imgur view counts.
The results suggest that Reddit vote-scores and Imgur view-counts are relatively poor predictors
of user preference except when one image has a much higher score than the other. For example,
images with scores in the top 5% of scores within their subreddit paired with an image whose score
falls within the bottom half of all scores were preferred by GuessTheKarma players almost 90% of
the time. Unsurprisingly, we found that individual players were less accurate predictors, performing
slightly better than random. However, we also did not find significant differences between players of
varying expertise or familiarity with the platforms or communities we compared. Finally, we found
no difference in the accuracy of active members of a subreddit, even small subreddits, compared to
those respondents that did not use Reddit.
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